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among them a sprinkling of backwoods preachers, had felt in
their bones that crop control was as immoral as birth control
and had seen in the drought of 1934 God's punishment for
plowing under cotton; but most scoffed at the Court's "states'
rights" argument, asking whether markets, winds and flood
erosion respected state lines. The judicial nullification was
taken "calmly" in only one out of ninety-six rural communi-
ties sampled by two sociologists* In response to agrarian senti-
ment Congress in February enacted the soil-conservation-and-
domestic-allotment act, dropping the processing tax, to which
the Court had objected, and shifting the basis of operation
from crop reduction to conservation* Farmers were now to
be paid for curtailing their acreage planted to soil-depleting
crops like cotton, corn, wheat, rice and tobacco, and devoting
it instead to legumes, grasses and green-manure crops. They
were also expected to follow scientific methods of terracing,
plowing and fertilizing*
The new plan was only a legislative makeshift, and its
oblique approach to the problem of surpluses proved inade-
quate when 1937 brought further bumper crops and price
recessions. The majority of agriculturalists were looking to
the president to outmaneuver the judiciary. In the early
autumn of 1937, on the heels of his defeat over "packing the
Court," Roosevelt took a swing around the circle, chatting
to audiences in the corn belt and Far West about crop-reduc-
tion benefits, irrigation, conservation, hydroelectric rates*
Among the throngs in Stetsons and sunbonnets, go-to-meet-
ing clothes and levis, an observer heard him called "our
President" and "the greatest since Lincoln/' A conservative
newspaper editor growled: "That 'our President* stuff is
something new in politics* Some of the farmers and other
people I know must think Mr* Roosevelt belongs exclusively
to them—and maybe they're right."
As to the affinity between benefits and ballots, the situa-
tion here was not unlike that among the unemployed. Was it
possible to distinguish between concern for the farmer and

